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SAN JUAN UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT 
CLASSIFIED PERSONNEL 

 
CLASS TITLE:     Production Control Specialist CLASS CODE: 553 
 
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CLASS: 
Under general supervision, coordinates work and assignments for computer system; maintains 
library of magnetic tapes for computer operations; serves as a liaison with operations personnel 
and systems software and application systems and programming; and does related work as 
required. 
 
EXAMPLES OF DUTIES: (Any one position may not include all of the duties listed nor do all of 
the listed examples include all tasks which may be found in positions of this class.) 
 
Schedules, maintains and monitors computer system workload and thruput; enforces and 
monitors physical security procedures; operates computer equipment and peripheral devices as 
required; coordinates and reports on resolution of production control problems with other data 
processing units; coordinates workload turnover between shifts; performs production job set-up 
for Computer Operations Unit; maintains statistical reports on production control operations; 
maintains library of magnetic tapes; documentation and related material; coordinates periodic 
tape library inventory and performs periodic tape evaluation and prepares reports regarding 
tape library. 
 
QUALIFICATIONS: 
 
Education and Experience: 
One year of experience as a lead computer operator or three years of experience as a computer 
operator in a medium to large scale computer operation. 
 
Knowledge and Abilities: 
Knowledge of general data processing and data control procedures; 
Knowledge of technical procedures involved in maintaining an automated data processing tape 

library; 
Knowledge of executive control language and procedures; 
Knowledge of effective communication and coordination methods and techniques; 
Knowledge of proper application of standards and procedures; 
Knowledge of customer department service requirements; 
Ability to research, analyze and resolve complex problems quickly; 
Ability to work under pressure and short deadlines; 
Ability to communicate clearly and concisely with others, orally and in writing; 
Ability to maintain a large; complex automated data processing tape library in a high production 

multi-computer facility; 
Ability to operate a computer terminal and magnetic tape evaluator/cleaner; 
Ability to comprehend and follow written and oral instructions and procedures; 
Ability to keep accurate, detailed records and files;  
Ability to work under the pressure of critical deadlines;  
Ability to work effectively and cooperatively with other employees. 
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